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The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ or commission) proposes to
amend §§293.19, 293.20, 293.22, and 293.23.

Background and Summary of the Factual Basis for the Proposed Rules
In 2011 the 82nd Legislature passed Senate Bill (SB) 313 related to priority groundwater
management areas (PGMA). The legislature also passed SB 660 related to the review
and functions of the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB), including the functions
of the board and related entities in connection with the process for establishing and
appealing desired future conditions in a groundwater management area.

SB 313 amended Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 35, which relates to the creation of
groundwater conservation districts (GCDs) in PGMAs. Specifically, SB 313 amended
TWC, §35.008, to validate and authorize the commission adoption of rules regarding the
creation of a GCD over all or part of a PGMA that was designated as a critical area under
TWC, Chapter 35, as that chapter existed prior to September 1, 1997, or other prior law.
Further amendments to TWC, §35.008, validate and authorize the adoption of rules
regarding the addition of all or part of the land in such a PGMA as an existing GCD.

SB 660 amended TWC, Chapter 36, which relates to GCDs. Specifically, SB 660 added
TWC, §36.1082, which adds a definition for affected person in a groundwater
management area and amends the reasons that an affected person may petition the
commission for an inquiry of a GCD in a groundwater management area.
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The commission proposes to amend 30 TAC Chapter 293 to implement new TWC,
§36.1082, and amendments to TWC, §35.008.

In a corresponding rulemaking published in this issue of the Texas Register, the
commission also proposes amendments to 30 TAC Chapter 294, Priority Groundwater
Management Areas, to implement SB 313 and SB 660, §17 and §18.

Section by Section Discussion
The commission proposes to amend §293.19, Commission-Initiated Creation of a
Groundwater Conservation District in a Priority Groundwater Management Area, to
clarify the responsibilities of the executive director when he petitions the commission
for a GCD creation order for a PGMA designated before September 1, 2001, or when he
petitions the commission for a recommendation order to add a PGMA designated before
September 1, 2001 to an existing GCD. In §293.19(b) the commission proposes to delete
the word "report" and replace it with the term "mailing list" to clarify that the executive
director's petition report to the commission and the executive director's mailing list of
identified water stakeholders are separate items. The commission proposes to renumber §293.19(b)(3) - (8) to accommodate the changes proposed to this subsection.
The proposed amendment to re-numbered §293.19(b)(6) clarifies that the executive
director, if so directed, shall refer the petition to the State Office of Administrative
Hearings on behalf of the commission. The commission proposes this amendment to
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implement TWC, §35.008, as amended by SB 313, §2.

The commission proposes to amend §293.20, Records and Reporting, by deleting
existing §293.20(c)(3), that requires GCDs to submit new, existing, or amended
management plans to the executive director. Under TWC, §§36.1071, 36.1072, and
36.1073, and 31 TAC Chapter 356, Subchapter A, Groundwater Management Plan
Approval, GCDs are required to submit the management plan to the executive
administrator of the TWDB. This proposed change removes a redundancy for GCDs to
submit the plans to two separate state agencies. The commission also proposes to
amend §293.20(d) to add a citation to new TWC, §36.1082, and to add for clarity the
citation to the commission rule for petitions requesting an inquiry of a GCD in a
groundwater management area. The commission proposes this amendment to
implement TWC, §36.1082, as amended by SB 660, §17.

The commission proposes to amend §293.22, Noncompliance Review and Commission
Action, to streamline and clarify processes relating to commission review of GCD
management plan adoption, readoption, and implementation compliance. Subsection
(a) outlines the instances when commission action is required related to a GCD's
management plan. The proposed amendment to §293.22(a)(1) and (3) clarifies that a
GCD must submit to the executive administrator of the TWDB within the three- and
five-year time frames required by TWC, §36.1071 and §36.1072, respectively, a
management plan for review and approval. The proposed amendment to §293.22(a)(2)
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clarifies that a GCD must receive, within 60 days of submittal, written approval of the
management plan from the executive administrator of the TWDB. This proposed
change mirrors requirements in 31 TAC Chapter 356, Subchapter A, Groundwater
Management Plan Approval. However, the proposed change is necessary in the
commission's rules to clarify commission authority and streamline the implementation
of TWC, §36.1072. If a GCD does not receive the executive administrator's approval of a
management plan within the 60-day period, TWC, §36.1072(f), provides that the GCD
may, within the 180th day of receiving written notice from the executive administrator,
submit a revised management plan for the executive administrator's review and
approval, or appeal the executive administrator's decision to the TWDB. TWC,
§36.1072(f), provides that the commission shall not take action against a GCD until the
expiration of the 180-day period for the GCD to submit a revised management plan to
the executive administrator for review and approval or the date the TWDB has taken
final action to withhold approval of a management plan that is upheld by a district court.
The proposed amendment clarifies when commission action is required. The proposed
amendment to §293.22(a)(4) deletes GCD distribution of management plans to the
other GCDs in a common management area from the list of items that require
commission action. TWC, §36.108, requires GCDs to forward a copy of new or revised
management plans to the other GCDs in the management area. Commission action to
compel this GCD responsibility is not cited in TWC, Chapter 36, Subchapter I,
Performance Review and Dissolution. The proposed change clarifies the commission
rule, and subsequent paragraphs are re-numbered. The proposed amendment to re-
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numbered §293.22(a)(5) clarifies that commission action may be necessary if a GCD, as
evidenced in a report prepared by a commission-appointed review panel in accordance
with new TWC, §36.1082, does not adopt, implement, or enforce district management
plans and rules to protect the groundwater resource. This change also updates and
conforms the citation to new TWC, §36.1082. The proposed amendment to §293.22(b)
clarifies and streamlines the process for the executive director to investigate and attempt
to voluntarily resolve management plan noncompliance issues with GCDs. The
proposed amendment to §293.22(e) adds the citation to new TWC, §36.1082 and
removes the citation to TWC, §36.108. The commission proposes this amendment to
implement TWC, §36.1082, as amended by SB 660, §17.

The commission proposes to amend §293.23, Petition Requesting Inquiry in
Groundwater Management Area, including re-titling the section as "Petition Requesting
Commission Inquiry" to more accurately reflect the changes to new TWC, §36.1082.
The proposed amendment to §293.23(a) adds a new definition of an affected person that
may petition the commission and follow statutory requirements of new TWC, §36.1082.
The commission also added a citation to TWC, §36.1082 and removed the citation to
TWC, §36.108. The proposed amendment to §293.23(b) clarifies that an affected person
may file a petition with the commission to request an inquiry in accordance with TWC,
§36.1082, and amends the reasons that an affected person may petition the commission
for an inquiry of a GCD in a groundwater management area in accordance with TWC,
§36.1082. Existing subsections have been re-lettered. The changes to proposed
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§293.23(c) and (d) are to modify the petition requirement so that these subsections
agree with the new requirement of TWC, §36.1082. The changes to proposed §293.23(c)
require a petition to include supporting documentation for each of the individual
reasons the affected person identifies to demonstrate that a commission inquiry is
necessary and the changes to proposed §293.23(d) require a certified statement of such
from the affected person. The amendment to proposed §293.23(e) and (f) adds the
petition service requirement to GCDs that are adjacent to the groundwater management
area to conform to the definition of affected person in TWC, §36.1082. The amendment
to proposed §293.23 (g) clarifies that the commission and the executive director will
review the petition, updates rule citations, clarifies that a director or general manager of
a GCD serving on a review panel may not be an affected person, and adds a citation to
TWC, §36.1082 and removes the citation to TWC, §36.108. The amendment to
proposed §293.23(i) provides conforming language changes and citations. The
commission proposes this amendment to implement TWC, §36.1082, as amended by SB
660, §17.

Fiscal Note: Costs to State and Local Government
Nina Chamness, Analyst, Strategic Planning and Assessment, has determined that, for
the first five-year period the proposed rules are in effect, no significant fiscal
implications are anticipated for the agency and no fiscal implications are anticipated for
other units of state or local government as a result of administration or enforcement of
the proposed rules.
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The proposed rules amend Chapter 293 to implement portions of SB 313 and SB 660,
which are procedural in nature or clarify requirements with regard to GCDs and PGMAs.
The proposed rules clarify requirements with regard to the responsibilities of the
executive director when petitioning for the creation of a GCD in a PGMA designated
before September 1, 2001 or for adding a PGMA designated before September 1, 2001 to
an existing GCD. The proposed rules also: modify definitions to clarify their meaning;
simplify reporting requirements for GCD's so that management plans or amended
management plans only have to be submitted to TWDB; contain more specific
requirements regarding the approval of GCD management plans; clarify agency
responsibilities and procedures concerning noncompliance reviews of groundwater
management plans; clarify who can petition for an inquiry into the management and
planning activities of a GCD; and, specify the circumstances under which such a petition
can be made and what a petition must include.

The proposed rules would require the agency to modify current practices and
procedures, but these procedural changes are not expected to have a significant fiscal
impact on the agency. The proposed rules are not expected to have a fiscal impact on
GCDs or PGMAs, but these entities should have more clarity regarding reporting
requirements, procedures, and interaction with the agency and the TWDB. Other units
of local government will not experience fiscal impacts as a result of the proposed rules.
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Public Benefits and Costs
Nina Chamness also determined that for each year of the first five years the proposed
rules are in effect, the public benefit anticipated from the changes seen in the proposed
rules will be compliance with state law.

The proposed rules are not expected to have a fiscal impact on individuals or businesses
that reside in a PGMA or GCD. However, individuals and businesses that meet the
definition of an affected person under the proposed rules would have more details
regarding the reasons under which they could petition to request an inquiry of the
activities of a GCD and the procedures for filing such an inquiry.

Small Business and Micro-Business Assessment
No adverse fiscal implications are anticipated for small or micro-businesses as a result of
the proposed rules. However, small businesses would have more details under the
proposed rules regarding the filing of a petition to request an inquiry of the activities of
a GCD and the procedures for filing such an inquiry.

Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
The commission has reviewed this proposed rulemaking and determined that a small
business regulatory flexibility analysis is not required because the proposed rules are
required to comply with state law and do not adversely affect a small or micro-business
in a material way for the first five years that the proposed rules are in effect.
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Local Employment Impact Statement
The commission has reviewed this proposed rulemaking and determined that a local
employment impact statement is not required because the proposed rules do not
adversely affect a local economy in a material way for the first five years that the
proposed rules are in effect.

Draft Regulatory Impact Analysis Determination
The commission has reviewed these proposed amendments to Chapter 293 in light of
the regulatory analysis requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225, and
determined that this rulemaking project is not a "major environmental rule" as defined
in the Texas Administrative Procedure Act and thus is not subject to the other provisions
of §2001.0225. A "major environmental rule" is a rule that is specifically intended to
protect the environment or reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure,
and that may adversely affect in a material way the economy, productivity, competition,
jobs, the environment, or the public health and safety of the state or a sector of the state.
Here, the proposed amendments do not meet those qualifications where the primary
purposes of this rulemaking initiative are to clarify commission rule language in
§§293.1 et seq. to conform with the statutory changes made to TWC, Chapters 35 and 36,
and to create and amend other rules in Chapter 293 to remain consistent with the
statutory changes set forth in SBs 313 and 660. As to these enacted bills, this
rulemaking initiative proposes to modify rules within Chapter 293 to accomplish
changes related to designation of affected persons, designation of PGMAs, creation of
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GCDs in PGMAs, and GCD management plans. Therefore, the proposed rulemaking
project does not constitute a major environmental rule and is not subject to the
regulatory analysis provisions of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225.

Written comments on the draft regulatory impact analysis determination may be
submitted to the contact person at the address listed under the Submittal of Comments
section of this preamble.

Takings Impact Assessment
The commission evaluated these proposed rules and performed an assessment of
whether these proposed rules constitute a taking under Texas Government Code,
Chapter 2007. The purposes of this rulemaking are to clarify commission rule language
in §§293.1 et seq. to conform with the statutory changes made to TWC, Chapters 35 and
36, and to create and amend other rules in Chapter 293 to remain consistent with the
statutory changes set forth in SBs 313 and 660. The proposed rules would substantially
advance these stated purposes because the changes in designation of affected persons
and their rights under the rules, designation of PGMAs, creation of GCDs in PGMAs,
and maintaining GCD management plans directly implement enacted requirements in
that legislation.

Promulgation and enforcement of these proposed rules regarding the operations of
districts would be neither a statutory nor a constitutional taking of private real property.
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The proposed regulations do not affect a landowner's rights in private real property, in
whole or in part, temporarily or permanently, because this rulemaking does not burden,
restrict, or limit the owner's right to property or reduce its value by 25% or more beyond
that which would otherwise exist in the absence of the regulations. Updating
commission rules to remain consistent with statutory changes to TWC, Chapters 35 and
36 as set forth in SBs 313 and 660, does not impact private real property rights.
Specifically, private real property rights do not pertain to designation of affected persons
and their rights under the rules, designation of PGMAs, creation of GCDs in PGMAs,
and maintaining GCD management plans. Thus, these proposed rules do not impose a
burden on private real property, but instead benefit society by providing the process for
districts to operate and for the commission's oversight, which should ultimately improve
the quality of service that is provided to their residents. Therefore, the proposed
amendments do not constitute a taking under Texas Government Code, Chapter 2007.

Consistency with the Coastal Management Program
The commission reviewed the proposed rulemaking and found the proposal is a
rulemaking identified in the Coastal Coordination Act Implementation Rules, 31 TAC
§505.11(b)(4), relating to rules subject to the Coastal Management Program (CMP), and
will, therefore, require that goals and policies of the CMP be considered during the
rulemaking process.

The commission reviewed this rulemaking for consistency with the CMP goals and
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policies in accordance with the regulations of the Coastal Coordination Council and
determined that the rulemaking is procedural in nature and will have no substantive
effect on commission actions subject to the CMP and is, therefore, consistent with CMP
goals and policies.

Written comments on the consistency of this rulemaking may be submitted to the
contact person at the address listed under the Submittal of Comments section of this
preamble.

Announcement of Hearing
The commission will hold a public hearing on this proposal in Austin on April 17, 2012,
at 2:00 pm in Building E, Room 201S, at the commission's central office located at
12100 Park 35 Circle. The hearing is structured for the receipt of oral or written
comments by interested persons. Individuals may present oral statements when called
upon in order of registration. Open discussion will not be permitted during the hearing;
however, commission staff members will be available to discuss the proposal 30 minutes
prior to the hearing.

Persons who have special communication or other accommodation needs who are
planning to attend the hearing should contact Sandy Wong, Office of Legal Services at
(512) 239-1802. Requests should be made as far in advance as possible.
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Submittal of Comments
Written comments may be submitted to Michael Parrish, MC 205, Office of Legal
Services, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087, or faxed to (512) 239-4808. Electronic comments may be submitted at:
http://www5.tceq.texas.gov/rules/ecomments/. File size restrictions may apply to
comments being submitted via the eComments system. All comments should reference
Rule Project Number 2011-054-294-OW. The comment period closes April 23, 2012.
Copies of the proposed rulemaking can be obtained from the commission's Web site at
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/nav/rules/propose_adopt.html. For further information,
please contact Michael Chadwick, Groundwater Planning and Assessment Team, at
(512) 239-4517.
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SUBCHAPTER C: SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR GROUNDWATER
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS
§§293.19, 293.20, 293.22, 293.23

Statutory Authority
The amendments are proposed under the authority of Texas Water Code (TWC), §5.103,
which provides the commission's authority to adopt any rules necessary to carry out its
powers and duties under the laws of Texas.

The proposed amendments implement TWC, §5.103, Rules.

§293.19. Commission-Initiated Creation of a Groundwater Conservation
District in a Priority Groundwater Management Area.

(a) In priority groundwater management areas (PGMAs) designated after
September 1, 2001 under §294.42 of this title (relating to Commission Action
Concerning PGMA [Priority Groundwater Management Area] Designation), where no
groundwater conservation district (GCD) has been created, the executive director shall,
after identifying the applicable areas under §294.43(d) and (e) of this title (relating to
Actions Required After PGMA [Priority Groundwater Management Area] Designation),
recommend district creation for commission action.
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(1) The recommendation shall be based on and consistent with the
commission's designation order under §294.42 of this title. The executive director's
recommendation, in the form of a proposed order, must provide for the purpose,
boundary description, minimum financing, and the number of temporary directors for
each county for the district.

(2) The executive director's proposed order shall be filed with the chief
clerk for commission consideration. The executive director shall prepare a notice and
include a mailing list of:

(A) water stakeholders that include the governing body of each
county, regional water planning group, adjacent GCD, municipality, river authority,
water district, or other entity that supplies public drinking water, including each holder
of a certificate of convenience and necessity issued by the commission and each
irrigation district located either in whole or in part in the proposed district; and

(B) any other persons identified in the PGMA designation hearing.

(3) The chief clerk shall give notice of the executive director's
recommendation and proposed order and the date of the agenda when the commission
will act on the district creation to the water stakeholders and other persons identified in
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the PGMA designation hearing. The commission shall not hold an evidentiary hearing
on the district creation.

(b) In PGMAs designated before September 1, 2001, the executive director, after
identifying the areas in the PGMA that have not created a district, shall petition the
commission for the creation of a district by preparing a report and filing the report with
the chief clerk.

(1) The report shall identify the areas not included in a district and
evaluate and recommend whether one or more districts should be created in the
identified areas, whether the identified areas should be added to an existing district, or
whether a combination of these actions should be taken.

(2) The report shall include the following:

(A) the purpose or purposes of the recommended district creation
action or actions;

(B) the name of the recommended district or districts or the name
of the existing district if the recommendation is to add the identified areas to an existing
district;
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(C) the area and boundaries of the recommended district or districts
or the recommended area to be added to an existing district, including a map generally
outlining the boundaries;

(D) the number of temporary directors for each county in the
recommended district or districts; and

(E) the feasibility and practicability of the recommended district
creation action.[; and]

(3) [(F)] The executive director shall prepare a mailing list of water
stakeholders including the governing body of each county, regional water planning
group, adjacent GCD, municipality, river authority, water district, or other entity that
supplies public drinking water, including each holder of a certificate of convenience and
necessity issued by the commission and each irrigation district located either in whole or
in part in the identified areas.

(4) [(3)] The executive director shall prepare a public notice for publishing
and mailing. The public notice shall:

(A) state that the commission has been petitioned by the executive
director to create a GCD;
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(B) provide notice of the date, time, and location of a contested case
hearing to receive evidence on the petition;

(C) provide notice of the availability of the petition and supporting
information; and

(D) provide a general map of the proposed district if the area is not
a recognizable political subdivision boundary.

(5) [(4)] On receipt of the report and notice, the chief clerk shall:

(A) mail notice of the petition to the water stakeholders identified in
the executive director's mailing list [report]; and

(B) publish notice in one or more newspapers of general circulation
in the area of the proposed district.

(6) [(5)] The commission, or the executive director on behalf of the
commission, shall refer the petition to SOAH for a contested case hearing on the
executive director's report and recommendation.
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(7) [(6)] The hearing shall be limited to consideration of the executive
director's report and recommendation. The administrative law judge may also consider
other district creation options evaluated in the executive director's report. To determine
the feasibility and practicability of the recommended district creation action, the
administrative law judge shall consider:

(A) whether the recommended district creation action can
effectively manage groundwater resources under the authorities provided in Texas
Water Code (TWC), Chapter 36;

(B) whether the boundaries of the recommended district creation
action provide for the effective management of groundwater resources; and

(C) whether the recommended district creation action can be
adequately funded to finance required or authorized groundwater management
planning, regulatory, and district operation functions under TWC, Chapter 36.

(8) [(7)] The administrative law judge shall at the conclusion of the
hearing, issue a proposal for decision stating findings, conclusions, and
recommendations. The administrative law judge shall file these findings and conclusions
with the chief clerk with a request for the petition be set for commission consideration.
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(c) If the commission finds the creation of the district or districts is feasible and
practicable, it shall issue an order creating the district or districts. The order shall
include the purpose of the district, boundary description, minimum maintenance tax or
production fee necessary to support the district, and the number of temporary directors
for each county in the district according to TWC, §36.0161. The commission order shall
direct the commissioners court of the county or counties that are within the district to
appoint temporary directors. The commission order shall direct the temporary directors
to call and schedule an election to authorize the district to assess taxes and to elect
permanent directors.

(1) The commissioners court of the county or counties within the district
shall, within 90 days after receiving notification from the commission, appoint
temporary directors for the district and notify the commission of the appointments. The
commissioners court shall not make any appointments after the expiration of the 90-day
period. If fewer temporary directors have been appointed at the expiration of the period
than required, the commission shall appoint the additional directors.

(2) If the district contains two or more counties, the commission shall
apportion the number of temporary directors to each county based on each county's
proportionate amount, to the nearest whole number, of the total estimated groundwater
use within the district. The total estimated groundwater usage within the district for
each county shall be based on information and data contained in the most current
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version of the Texas State Water Plan as adopted by the Texas Water Development
Board and other information developed under §294.41 of this title (relating to Priority
Groundwater Management Area Identification, Study, and Executive Director's Report
Concerning Designation).

(3) If a temporary director appointed by the commissioners court fails to
qualify according to TWC, §§36.051(b), 36.058, and 36.059(b), or if a vacancy occurs in
the office of temporary director, the commissioners court shall appoint an individual to
fill the vacancy.

(4) Temporary directors appointed under this subsection shall serve until
the initial directors are elected and have qualified for office.

(d) If the commission finds the areas identified in the report provided by
subsection (b)(1) of this section should be added to an existing district, the commission
shall issue an order recommending the addition of the identified areas to the existing
district. The commission and the executive director shall follow the procedures provided
under §294.44 of this title (relating to Adding a PGMA to an Existing Groundwater
Conservation District).

§293.20. Records and Reporting.
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(a) Each groundwater conservation district created according to Texas Water
Code (TWC), Chapter 36 shall comply with the statute. Districts created by special acts
of the Texas Legislature must comply with all statutory requirements contained in the
special act and with the provisions of TWC, Chapter 36 that do not conflict with the
special act.

(b) Districts are required to submit to the executive director the following
documents:

(1) a certified copy of the legislative act creating the district within 60 days
after the district is created;

(2) a certified copy of the order of the district's board of directors
canvassing the confirmation election and declaring the confirmation election results
according to TWC, §36.017(e);

(3) a certified copy of the order of the district's board of directors changing
the boundaries of the district, a metes and bounds description of the boundary change,
and a detailed map showing the boundary change within 60 days after the date of any
boundary change; and
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(4) a written notification to the executive director of the name, mailing
address, and date of expiration of term of office of any elected or appointed director
within 30 days after the date of the election or appointment according to TWC,
§36.054(e).

(c) Each district is required under TWC, §36.1071 to adopt a comprehensive
management plan and adopt rules that are necessary to implement the management
plan. In accordance with TWC, §36.1072, the management plan must be adopted by the
district and submitted to the executive administrator of the Texas Water Development
Board within three years of either the effective date of creation of the district or the date
the district was confirmed by election if an election was required. The management plan
is subject to approval by the executive administrator of the Texas Water Development
Board or the Texas Water Development Board upon appeal. After approval, each district
must readopt and resubmit the management plan to the executive administrator of the
Texas Water Development Board at least once every five years.

(1) Each district must forward a copy of its approved groundwater
management plan to the regional water planning group for the planning region in which
the district is located and provide confirmation to the executive director that such action
has been taken.
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(2) Each district must forward a copy of its approved groundwater
management plan to the other districts that are included with the district in a common
groundwater management area and provide confirmation to the executive director that
such action has been taken.

[(3) Each district must provide a copy of an existing, new, or amended
approved groundwater management plan to the executive director.]

(d) Each district shall provide copies of district documentation or records upon
request of the executive director to determine compliance with statutory provisions
related to noncompliance review under TWC, Chapter 36, Subchapter I and §293.22 of
this title (relating to Noncompliance Review and Commission Action), and TWC,
§36.1082, and §293.23 of this title (relating to Petition Requesting Commission
Inquiry).

(e) Each district shall provide copies of district documentation or records upon
request of the executive director to determine compliance with statutory provisions.

§293.22. Noncompliance Review and Commission Action.

(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to set out procedures for commission
review of groundwater conservation district (GCD) noncompliance with requirements of
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Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 36. This section provides a process for a GCD to
achieve compliance, enforcement procedures if compliance is not achieved, and
commission enforcement actions. A groundwater management plan noncompliance
review and commission action are required under TWC as the result of a GCD's failure
to:

(1) adopt a groundwater management plan in accordance with TWC,
§36.1071 and §36.1072 and submit the plan for review and approval to the executive
administrator of the Texas Water Development Board within three years of either the
effective date of creation of the district or the date the district was confirmed by election
if an election was required;

(2) receive within 60 days of submittal, written [achieve] approval from
the executive administrator of the Texas Water Development Board for [of] a
groundwater management plan, an amended groundwater management plan, or a
readopted groundwater management plan [from the executive administrator or the
Texas Water Development Board] as provided by TWC, §36.1072 and §36.1073;

(3) readopt and resubmit the management plan for review and approval to
the executive administrator of the Texas Water Development Board at least once every
five years after the date of the most recent management plan approval;
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[(4) forward a copy of its approved groundwater management plan to the
other GCDs that are included with the district in a common groundwater management
area (GMA);]

(4) [(5)] be actively engaged and operational in achieving the objectives of
its groundwater management plan based on the State Auditor's Office review of the
district's performance as provided by TWC, §36.302; or

(5) [(6)] adopt, implement, or enforce district management plans and
rules to protect groundwater as evidenced in a report prepared by a commissionappointed review panel as provided by TWC, §36.1082 [§36.108] and §293.23 of this
title (relating to Petition Requesting Commission Inquiry [in Groundwater Management
Area]).

(b) Noncompliance review. The executive director shall investigate the facts and
circumstances of any violations of this chapter or order of the commission under this
chapter or provisions of TWC, §§36.301, 36.3011, and 36.302.

(1) The executive director shall notify the district and may attempt to
resolve any noncompliance set out in subsection (a) of this section with the district.
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(2) After review of the facts and identification of noncompliance issues, the
executive director shall submit [may propose to resolve the issue with the district
through] a compliance agreement to the district. The compliance agreement must
clearly identify the noncompliance issue(s) and provide district actions and a schedule
for the district to achieve compliance.

(3) [(2)] The [If the executive director proposes a compliance agreement,
the] district shall be provided a specified time frame not to exceed 30 [60] days after the
date of receipt of the compliance agreement, to consider and agree to the terms of the
compliance agreement and schedule. If the district wants to amend [negotiate] the
compliance agreement schedule, it must contact the executive director within ten days of
receipt of the compliance agreement so that the [final] compliance agreement can be
considered and signed by the district and its board of directors within the 30-day [60day] time frame.

(4) [(3)] If the district agrees with and signs the compliance agreement,
the executive director shall monitor the district's implementation of agreement
provisions within the agreed schedule. If the district accomplishes compliance within
the agreed schedule, the executive director shall notify the district that it has achieved
compliance and is no longer under review by the commission.
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(c) Executive director recommendations filed with commission. If unable to
resolve the violation under subsection (b) of this section, or if the facts of the
noncompliance issue warrant, the executive director shall follow the procedures for
commission enforcement actions set out in Chapter 70, Subchapter C of this title
(relating to Enforcement Referrals to SOAH). The executive director shall prepare and
file a written report with the commission and the district and include any actions the
executive director believes the commission should take under TWC, §36.303 and
subsection (e) of this section.

(d) Notice and hearing. The commission shall provide notice in accordance with
§70.104 of this title (relating to Notice of Executive Director's Preliminary Report). If the
executive director's report recommends dissolution of a district or of a board of directors
or the placement of a district into receivership, the commission shall hold an
enforcement hearing.

(1) The commission shall publish notice once each week for two
consecutive weeks before the day of the hearing to receive evidence on the dissolution of
a district or of a board of directors or the placement of a district into receivership in a
newspaper of general circulation in the area in which the district is located with the first
publication being 30 days before the day of hearing.
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(2) The commission shall give notice of the hearing by first-class mail
addressed to the directors of the district according to the last record on file with the
executive director.

(e) Commission enforcement actions. In accordance with TWC, §§36.1082
[§§36.108], 36.301, and 36.302, the commission, after notice and hearing, shall take all
actions it considers appropriate, including:

(1) issuing an order requiring the district to take certain actions or to
refrain from taking certain actions;

(2) dissolving the board in accordance with TWC, §36.305 and §36.307
and calling an election for the purpose of electing a new board;

(3) requesting the attorney general to bring suit for the appointment of a
receiver to collect the assets and carry on the business of the GCD in accordance with
TWC, §36.3035;

(4) dissolving the district in accordance with TWC, §§36.304, 36.305, and
36.308; or
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(5) recommending to the legislature in the commission's report concerning
priority groundwater management areas required by TWC, §35.018, actions the
commission deems necessary to accomplish comprehensive management in the district.

(f) District dissolution. TWC, §§36.304 - 36.310 authorize the commission to
dissolve any district as defined in TWC, §36.001(1), that has no outstanding bonded
indebtedness.

(1) A district that is composed of territory entirely within one county may
be dissolved even if it has outstanding indebtedness that matures after the year in which
the district is dissolved. If a district is in more than one county, and has outstanding
bond indebtedness, it may not be dissolved.

(2) Upon the dissolution of a district by the commission, all assets of the
district shall be sold at public auction and the proceeds given to the county if it is a
single county district. If it is a multi-county district, the proceeds shall be divided with
the counties in proportion to the surface land area in each county served by the district.

(3) The commission shall file a certified copy of an order for the
dissolution of a GCD in the deed records of the county or counties in which the district is
located. If the district was created by a special Act of the legislature, the commission
shall file a certified copy of the order of dissolution with the Secretary of State.
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(g) Dissolution of board. If the commission enters an order to dissolve the board
of a GCD, the commission shall notify the county commissioners court of each county
which contains territory in the district. The commission shall appoint five temporary
directors under TWC, §36.016, that shall serve until an election for a new board can be
held under TWC, §36.017. However, district confirmation shall not be required for
continued existence of the district and shall not be an issue in the election.
(h) Receivership. If the commission enters an order to request the attorney
general to bring suit for the appointment of a receiver to collect the assets and carry on
the business of a district, the executive director shall forward the order and the request
to the attorney general and provide any relevant commission correspondence. The
executive director shall assist the attorney general as requested and shall continue to
track the status of attorney general actions.

(i) Appeals. Appeals from any commission order issued under this section shall
be filed and heard in the district court of any of the counties in which the district is
located.

§293.23. Petition Requesting Commission Inquiry [in Groundwater
Management Area].
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(a) Purpose and applicability. This section provides procedures for commission
review of a petition filed by an affected person [a groundwater conservation district
(GCD) or a person with a legally defined interest in the groundwater within the
groundwater management area (GMA)] requesting an inquiry into a groundwater
conservation district's (GCD) activities regarding management planning or rules [related
to joint groundwater management planning in the GMA]; commission appointment of
the review panel; review panel actions; and executive director actions under Texas
Water Code (TWC), §36.1082 [§36.108] and §36.3011. An affected person is a
landowner, water well owner, or other users of groundwater in a groundwater
management area (GMA), a GCD in or adjacent to a GMA, a regional water planning
group with a water management strategy in a GMA, a person who holds or is applying
for a permit from a GCD in a GMA, or a person who has groundwater rights in a GMA.
Such petitions must be filed following the procedures prescribed by this section.

(b) Petition requesting commission inquiry. An affected person [A GCD or a
person with a legally defined interest in the groundwater within the GMA] may file a
petition with the commission [executive director] to request an [a commission] inquiry
for any of the reasons in paragraphs (1) - (9) of this subsection: [if a district or districts
refused to join in the GMA planning process or the GMA planning process failed to
result in adequate planning. After the desired future conditions for the GMA have been
adopted, a GCD or a person with a legally defined interest in the groundwater within the
GMA may file a petition with the executive director to request a commission inquiry if
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the GMA planning process does not establish reasonable future desired conditions for
the aquifers in the GMA.]

(1) a district fails to submit its management plan to the executive
administrator of the Texas Water Development Board;

(2) a district fails to participate in the joint planning process under TWC,
§36.108;

(3) a district fails to adopt rules;

(4) a district fails to adopt the applicable desired future conditions by
resolution;

(5) a district fails to update its management plan before the second
anniversary of the adoption of desired future conditions for the management area;

(6) a district fails to update its rules to implement the applicable desired
future conditions before the first anniversary of the date the district updated its
management plan with the applicable desired future conditions;
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(7) the rules adopted by a district are not designed to achieve the
applicable desired future conditions adopted by the management area during the joint
planning process;

(8) the groundwater in the management area is not adequately protected
by the rules adopted by a district; or

(9) the groundwater in the management area is not adequately protected
due to the failure of a district to enforce substantial compliance with its rules.

(c) [(1)] The petition must include supporting documentation for each of the
individual reasons the affected person identifies in subsection (b) of this section
demonstrating that a commission inquiry is necessary. [that demonstrates that joint
planning meetings have been conducted by the presiding officers, or their designees, of
each district located in whole or in part in the GMA. Documentation shall include:]

[(A) a certified copy of the board resolutions calling for the joint
planning between the districts in the GMA;]

[(B) evidence that joint planning meeting notice was received by the
districts in the GMA such as a return receipt for certified mail service;]
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[(C) publishers' affidavits of joint planning meeting notice; and]

[(D) copies of joint planning meeting minutes and accepted
handouts certified by the districts that attended the meetings.]

(d) [(2)] The petition must include a certified statement from the affected person
[petitioning district's board of directors or from the person with a legally defined
interest in the groundwater within the GMA] that describes why the petitioner believes
that a commission inquiry is necessary [adequate planning was not achieved in the
GMA].

[(3) The petition must provide evidence that:]

[(A) a district in the groundwater management area has failed to
adopt rules;]

[(B) the rules adopted by a district are not designed to achieve the
desired future condition of the groundwater resources in the GMA established during
the joint planning process;]

[(C) the groundwater in the management area is not adequately
protected by the rules adopted by a district; or]
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[(D) the groundwater in the groundwater management area is not
adequately protected due to the failure of a district to enforce substantial compliance
with its rules.]

(e) [(4)] The petitioner shall provide a copy of the filed petition to all GCDs
[groundwater conservation districts] within and adjacent to the GMA [groundwater
management area] within five days of the date the petition was filed. Within 21 days of
filing the petition, the petitioner shall file with the chief clerk of the commission an
affidavit or other evidence, such as a return receipt for certified mail service, that a copy
of the petition was mailed to each GCD within and adjacent to the petitioner's GMA.

(f) [(5)] Any GCD that is within and adjacent to the GMA that is the subject
matter of the petition may file a response to the validity of the specific claims raised in
the petition. The responding entity shall file its response with the chief clerk of the
commission within 35 days of the date that the petition is filed, and shall also on the
same day serve the petitioner, the executive director, the public interest counsel, and any
other GCD in and adjacent to the GMA. The chief clerk shall accept a response that is
filed after the deadline but shall not process the late documents. The chief clerk shall
place the late documents in the file for the petition.
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(g) [(c)] Commission review of petition. The commission shall review the petition
and any timely filed responses, no sooner than 35 days, but not later than 90 days after
the date the petition was filed. The commission may dismiss the petition if it finds that
the evidence required by subsections (c) and (d) of this section is not sufficient to show
that the items contained in subsection (b)(1) - (9) [, (2), or (3)] of this section exist. If
the commission does not dismiss the petition, it shall appoint a review panel to prepare
a written report.

(1) The review panel shall consist of five members.

(A) The commission shall appoint one of the members to serve as
the chairman of the review panel. The chairman shall schedule and preside over the
proceedings and meetings of the panel.

(B) A director or general manager of a district that is not an affected
person as defined by subsection (a) of this section [located outside the groundwater
management area] and is not [that is] the subject of the petition may be appointed to the
review panel.

(C) The commission may not appoint more than two members of
the review panel from any one district.
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(2) The commission shall appoint a disinterested person to serve as a
nonvoting recording secretary for the review panel. The recording secretary may be an
employee of the commission. The recording secretary shall record and document the
proceedings of the review panel.

(3) The commission may direct the review panel to conduct public
hearings at a location in the groundwater management area to take evidence on the
petition.

(4) In accordance with TWC, §36.1082 [According to TWC, §36.108], the
review panel shall review the petition and any evidence relevant to the petition and
consider and adopt a report to the commission.

(h) [(d)] Review panel report. The review panel's report must be submitted to the
executive director no later than 120 days after the review panel was appointed by the
commission. The review panel's report shall include:

(1) if a public hearing is conducted, a summary of evidence taken on the
petition;

(2) a list of findings and recommended actions appropriate for the
commission to take under TWC, §36.303 and §293.22(e) of this title (relating to
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Noncompliance Review and Commission Action) and the reasons it finds those
commission actions appropriate; and

(3) any other information the panel considers appropriate for commission
consideration.

(i) [(e)] Commission action on review panel report. The executive director or the
commission shall take action to implement any or all of the review panel's
recommendations if a cause [the items] contained in subsection (b)(1) - (9) [(3)] of this
section applies [apply]. The executive director shall, no later than 45 days after the date
the review panel report was received, recommend to the commission or initiate any
action considered necessary under TWC, §36.303 and §293.22(b) - (h) [(e)] of this title.

